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IliTRODUCTIOI. 
The human heart is ageless and the world is its :fatherland. 
Whether it be the m;imors beneath the major tones of our life 
t oday or the psalmody of Palestine or t he fears beneath the 
hymns of the Babylon ian Valley.there a l ways has been a sadness 
to l i fe VJhich has brea thed itself into a plaintive litere~t11. re. 
Long before the Jewish singers wept by the r ivers of Babylon, 
other sorrowers had voiced their laments beneath t heir drooping 
vlill ows. The Babylonians like men of ever.J a ge Q.es ired to live in 
harJ[lony 1~rith their gods.When for 8.ny reason the favor of the 
deity was withheld.sorrow and fear wrought in them a mental and 
' 
oftentimes a physical distress. The \•ro rshipper recognized t hat in 
some way he !:;ad forfe itea the pleasant relations betwe en himself 
and his god.an ci he sought by sacrif'ice,incantation,anci prayer 
to establish a reconc i liation . 
A considera ble body of l iterature in which thes e ancient 
wo~shippers voic e d the i r id.eals,their aspirati ons~their ho pes 
and fears,their conceptions of deity and their relation to their 
divine beings_, remains to us: and to a considera ble extent we can 
find our way back into t he life they lived and think the i r 
2. 
thoughts a f ter them.By no rneans the least interesting,and certainly 
not the least instruc t ive,in the formulation of the i r religious 
conceptions are those collections of hymns and prayers known at 
least to the As f:' yr i ans as t t.e Penitential Psalms.Prayers of The 
Lifting Up of The Hand~and t he Maklu,Shurpu.and other series of 
t t. e incantation rituals.For it t s in this body of li t erature in 
\'l!hich man's relation to his deity is tbe cb i ef concern t hat we 
sha ll find the highest conceptions0df religion. 
'l1be final estimate of t he value of a religion must turn 
upon its ethics.In proportion as a religion is e thic ize~ 6oes its 
dignity an6. cla im to permanence increase.The ess ent i ality of 
ethics as far as religion i~ concern ed i s a moral ideal in the 
deity ~~ich grips man wi th an u nyie l ding obl i ga tion to real ~ ze it 
in himself. Man must feel the stress Llp on him to rea l i ze ,,,_,. i t h in 
h illisel f the moral image of his goct. It is this ye a rning in man 
to come into ethical oneness wi t h God. '\.c'hich constitute s religion 
in its noblest-form . 
So in turning towar<i t he study of t he peni t ential literat ure 
a n <i in seeking to determine i.~rhat the Baby lon.i ans and As syrians 
meant by sin.transgression.and forgiveness.we are asking a 
question which, vlhen once adequat e ly answered. will finally determine 
t he significance of t ne Babylonian rel i g i on among the relig ions 
3 . 
of the world. ':"ut before this questio::'l ca n be direct l y put. i t is 
necessary to fix the genera l outlines of this relig ious systen . 
'Ne shall need to sum.r;tar i. ze the Babylon ian-Assyr ian iciea of God~ 
the i r conception of humanity,and the relations which in idea l 
held betwee n t h em. When t h ese preconceptions are clear.we may 
enter directly upon a determination of the e f f ect in man and 
goo. when these ideal relati ons failed t o be su stained in a.c tual 
life. 
The 
being 
4 
THE I~EA OF 80D . 
., 
The idea of deity wh ich prevailed amo~g the As syr ians and t he 
Ba oy l on ians .· s not to be f ound i n any well- f ormulate d. doctrine. 
It is rather to be gathereO. f r om an ever-i!1creas ing nod.y of 
literature which presents a v eDJ . be¥rildering array of det s il s . 
The his tori cal as viell as the rel i gious texts test if"J to a 
of Goci. complex system of divine beings as t he overlords of the dwellers 
in the Tigris and Euphrates '·'alley. The hist.or ~ cal texts. date ci 
f or the most part,throw lJght upon the state of the pantheon i n 
the several periocs of Batwlo:·, ian history. But t he relig ious 
texts,their roots ~ithout doubt sinking deeply into the period 
of which we have no a ccurate or at least but m.eagre historical 
informati.on .have be en vJOrked over in later periods either in the 
interst of some l ocal deity or though the s peculative concern of 
the priests. Added to this r e -editing of the. texts is the ~1rther 
probleii! of the SUlJierian quest i on . It is affirmed that the gods 
and g od esses of Babylonia are Sumerian in Semiti c clothing: or 
that as Semitic de i ties they have Sumerian ancestors~ The 
uncertainty whi ch the Sumerian quest i on i ntroduces into · .the study 
of the Babylonian relig ion is il l ustratec by t he divergent vie~s 
held concerning En-lil or Bel of ·Nippur. One scholar with full 
( 1). Sayee. Re l Egypt anO. Ba-b. p. 349. L. W. King in his 11 Babylonian 
Religion 11 ana 11 8even Tablets of Creation 11 adopts the Sumeri.an 
hypothesis. For another view,c f .BD 5.p.536. 
5 
f a ith in t he pr i ority of t he Suberia n civil i zation ~rites:-
11 He belongs to t}~ e peri od yrhen the Sumer ian wa s still supr eme , and 
t h e name he bore was tl1e Sun,erian title o " En-lil. the lord of the 
ghost-worlci 11 ~ Another scholar does not find it necessa ry to 
I 
refe r to t he Sumerian hypothesis. 11 In t he Babylon ian the ology 
he is lord of the lower worl d. Such a conc ept ion man i ~e stly 
belo ~lgs to the doma in of a bstract thought . a nd it may be c oncluded, 
therefore.t hat eith er the deity belongs to an advance d stage of 
Babylonian cultu1e .or that the orig i nal v i ew of t he deity was 
... 
diff erent from t he one just mentione d "~ The obscurity which 
surr ounds the be g i nn ings of Ba t1ylonian religion is no t only shown 
by citing scholar against scholar bnt also ls evidenced to the 
casual reade r in the 1 i terature itself. So i ~1 offering any de f i nite 
conceptions or at t ributes of the gods,drawn from the religi ous 
litera ture.we are quite sure to be de.scribing t he ideas ;·rh i ch 
held in t he off icial circles during t he more resplendent periods 
of history. For,nat ura lly,the mo t ive to recast the t r a <i itions of 
the past in the interest of l'jiarduk or Ashur as well as the specu-
lative ihterests of the priests.would r each their highe st 
expression in the perio d when a strong cent r alized g overnment 
insure<i both mil i tary success abroad and peace at howe. 
Two main fe a tures oT.~ the ' pantheon characterize this re-edited 
( 1 ) .. Sayee. o. c. 297. 
(2) Jastrow . . :'Re J..Bab . 
, 
6 
literatur e:-v i z.cer t ain t he ogonic elements and a tendency toward 
certain 
t h eogcnic i he sihlplification of the pant heon. In a certain sens e these are 
elerhents. 
but phases of the one proces s by which a local deity's power was 
a ggrandize d by the extension of his territory and t he absorbtion 
of the function c f t he local deitie s whom he displace d . Tl;.us 
through the elevation of J':~ardul{: at the expense o:f other deities~ 
notably Bel of Nipptlr.he becomes the son of Ansha r in the second 
t ablet of The Creat i. on Epic. In . the incantation t exts }.iTR..rduk 
becomes the son o:f E~ and possesses wisdom par exce l lence~ 
But it is the Creation F' pic which brings out most clea rly 
t he beliefs concerning the genera tibn of the go ds. 
When in the height heaven was not named 
An d the earth beneath did not yet be a r a name, 
And th.e primeval Apsu who begat them. 
And Chaos.Tiama t.the mothe r of them both : 
Their waters were m"ngled together. 
l'hen i~.rere crea t e d · the go ds in t J~ e mj dst of h eave n . 
Lachmu and Lachamu were calle d into being . 
Ag e s increase d . --------
Then Ansha r and Kishar were crea ted. 
Long were the days. then there came :fort~1 
Anu,their son -------
:i'hus were esta blish ed a nd were --------the great gods.2 
uAps u ,th e begetter of the great gods". 3 
.AJnong the gods who we r e her sons. 
She exalted Kingu.4 
Here the world begins with Ocean and Chaos,Apsu and Tiamat,and 
1. Thomson Devils 
2. Kng Seven Tablets 
·3. King o.c. line 29 
p.XXII 
p.4f 
4. King o.c. lines 127-8 
7 
through the mi ngling of t heir waters heaven and earth are formed . 
.1.'his primeval pair are by turns the creators and the generators 
of the gods. Lachmu and Lachamu are tl':te first to appear, then 
Anshar and Kishar. Of these is born Anu. But this does not 
exhaust the family of Apsu and Tiamat for Kingu among their sons 
is exalted to chieftainship among his brethren. The process of 
generation is carried further in the legend of Zu,the Stormbird. 
But Adad answered to their conm,and 
And spake to his father Anu; 
1fy father.who can go to the mountain that is inaccessible? 
Who among the gods,thy children,is like unto Zu? 1 
Ishtar the daughter of Anu is summone d. and urge 6. to bring back 
the Tablets of Destiny, but she like·wise refuses. 
"7hen they called Bara,the ch 5ld of Ishtaru. 2 
Putting this genealogy together we have:-
Apsu ---Tiamat . 
II II 
Kingu and 
many other 
d.eities. 
Lachmu and Lachamu 
II 
Anshar---- Kisha r 
II 
Anu 
// II 
A dad Ish tar 
II 
Bar a 
This is indeed but a v ery partial display of the genera tive process 
through which the Babylonians came to v i ew the origina tion of 
l. ABL 305. 
2. j_nid 306 
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their deities,hut it suffices to show how largely such a conception 
was held by thelli to eA~lain the derivati on of their co~plex 
pantheon. 
The tendency toward a concentration of the cult 1r:rhich 
tenciency 
toward a followed the extension of the territory of a local dei t y,made for 
simplifi-
cation the s i mplifi cat ion of the pr ntheon . Marduk of Babylon is the 
of the 
pantheon. great outstanding example of what may be terrHeci a monotheist -i c 
Triacic 
grouping. 
trend. Before the time of Harr@urabi many other deittes,as Bel of 
Nippu r or Ea of Cuthah,outrivalled him. The rise of Baoylon t o 
power and the consequent elevation of Maro.uk was only a late 
instance of that which had often occurre d among the city-states 
of e.s.rly Babylo_nia. But under the le adersJ~_ ip of Hrumn.11raoi,Ba1Jylon 
obtained that high position which she never wholly lost until 
a race not Semitic . humbled her in the fu1st. The pre-eminent 
posit ion of Hard11 k t hrew the les s for tunate arrtong the g o cis into 
the increasing shadows of a narrowing cult,and at Babylon at 
least,gave the impression that the pantheon was re duced to him 
anc the few w-hom he associated wj_th himself to mir r or his g lory. 
Two other as pects of the pantheon may be mentione a . The 
pri ests 7.'h0 to some extent. formulated a theological system placed 
at the head of the pantheon a triad,Anu,Bel.and Ea.These were 
respectively the god of the sky,the g od of the earth,and t he god 
9 
of t t.e water . The same triadic grouping occurs in E'hamash,Uinib, 
and. l'~ ergal ·who express the pow·ers of the sun in its various 
phases. With the male deities were as s ociated f emale consorts. 
Female Instances of this have been mentioned alrea <iy. Other cases are 
consorts. 
Attributes 
of 
- dei t.y. 
Non-' 
moral 
qualities. 
... 
Bn-lil 's companion Nin-lil or Beli t :11-falkatu or A., t he consort of 
Shamash. Sarpani tum of Ilf.arduk, an<i Erua o:f Eebo. It is quite likely 
that every god had his co:'l sort and in some cases more than one. 1 
In later 1Jeriods Ishtar is t he one nron~ inent godde ss who exists 
not as the consort but indepen dently of the gods . She absorbs the 
f unctions of other goduesses in her threefol~ capacity of goddess 
of love, war, anci magic, and exhi b1 ts the demand on the part of the 
Babylonians for an expression of the necessary sexual founciation 
of' the un i_verse. 
The most prominent of the . non-moral qualities wh ich the 
Babylonians ascribed to their gods was sovereignty. This was the 
essence of their godhead. In a prayer to Ishtar it is declared;-
At the thought of thy name t he heaven and the earth quake, 
The gods t re~ble,an d the sp iri ts of the earth falter. 
Mankind prayeth hon1age unto thy mighty name. 
For thou art great,and thou art exalted., 
All mankinci,the whole human r a ce, boweth down be fore thy power~ 
Sovereignty. 
These lines fairly express the power and the majesty of the 
Babylonian gods. -Yet it was not so much Ishtar alone who enjoyed. 
1. Jastrow Re l As syr p.l04 
2. King Sev Tablets p.227 
/ 
A 
divided 
sovereign-
10 
this exalted sovereignty,as the idea of deity . But in endeavoring 
to give expression to the dread sovereignty of the ~ ods,a 
polytheistic system demanded that the conception become individ-
ualized. Thus,again,the same exalted pos i tion is ascribed to Sin 
by a worshipper at Ur. 
Lord ,thy divinity l i ke the far-of:f heaven,fills the wide 
sea with fear. 
Firs tborn,omnipotent,whose heart is immensity,anci there 
is none who shall discern it; 
I,ord, the ordainer of the laws of heaven and earth, whose 
comrr1and may not be broken. 
In heaven, who is supreme? Thou alone. thou art supreme. 
On earth,who is supreme? Thou alone,thou art supreme. 
As for thee,thy will is macie known in heaven .and the angels1 
bow t:t1eir faces. 
As for thee, t hy will is made knO\'!lil on ea rth, and the spiri ts2 
below k i ss the ground.3 
This sovereignty of the gods was neces sarily a divided 
sovere i gnty, hut no consistent principle fort he division of 
ty. authori t y is found. In general the division may he classifi e d 
Hier-
archal~ 
as hierarchal, geographical, and func t ional. But the pwo ers whi.c.h 
suggest such a division hlend an d make a rigid classification.·. 
of the deities on the basis of sovereignty impossible. As indica-
tions of a hie rarchy may be c i ted.Ansha r as the he ad of the 
panth eon in the se c ond nnd thi rd tablets of t he Cr ea tio n Epic . 
Ea brings to hiih the news of Tiar.uat's revolt,he a ppe1=1ls to Anu 
and Marduk to avenge the g ods.he surrilllons t he c ouncil which confers 
1. The · I gigi 
2.Th e Anunnaki 
3.8ay ce Re l Eg~pt ~ nd Assyr. 
An 
11 
leadership upon lrarciuk. In the leg end of Zu the Stormhird, it is 
Bel who rules pre-eminent and the other deities are grouped 
around him to form a royal court. But this headship of the g ods 
is ascribed to another in the story of Di bbara, the Plague-god. 
Of him it is said. 
After Dibbara had become pacified all the g o ds bowed down 
tc him and were afraid; 
All the Igigi and the Anunnaki went before rdm . 1 
The narrative of Adapa and the Southwind p re s ents still another 
hierarchal scheme. Anu sits t he throne of the universe as its 
king. Ilabrat is his messenger. Ea is the god of waters. Tamr~uz 
and Gishzida are the keepers of the gates of Heaven. Before the 
king of the gods Adapa is brought to give account for h is 
breaking the wing of the Southwind. This headship of the pantheon 
with a more or less hierarchal grouping of the gods about the 
chief is a constant feature of the literature. But there is no 
fixed order. The notion of sover~ignty abides,but n ow one deity 
and now another,as the fancy or the exigency of the worshipper 
may d ictate, is enthrone d. 
The artificial character of t his sovereignty is illustrated 
artific- -by the supposed power which inhered in the Tablets of Destiny. 
i 
Wh oever possessed t h em he ld t h e supremacy ,of the gods. Tiamat in 
1. ABL p . 312 
12 
organizing her rebellion exalts Kingu to the leadership of her 
forces. To strengt hen hi s position, 
She gave him the Tablets of Destiny,on his breast she laid 
thelli, saying; 
'l'hy cOJmnand shall not be without avail, 
And the word of thy mouth shall be e stablishea.. 1 
In the great -bat t le with the hosts of chaos,11/Iarduk conquers Kingu 
and seizes the Tablets of Destiny and places them upon his own 
breast as evidence of his victory and sign of his own now exalted 
position. This mysterious power which inhered in these tablets is 
furthered eVi Qenced in the legend of Zu,the Stormbird. Here it is 
Bel who wears them and is supreme. Jealousy of his eY,.alte d position 
took possession of Zu,one of the lesser deities.and he determined 
to seize the tablets which were both the insignia and the ground 
of authority. 
As zu saw the father of the go ds, the god of Duranki. 
Eager desire for the supr:emacy took possession of his heart. 
'I will take the Tablets of Destiny of the gods,even I; 
And I will direct all the decrees of the gods; 
I will establish a throne and dispense commands. 
I will rule over all the spirits of Heaven'.2 
zu 's venture succeeds and he escapes to his destined throne in 
an inaccessible mountain. In answer to Anu's plea made to various 
I 
gods that they shall punish ~u,each responds:-
Vfuo among the gods is like unto Zu? 
He has seized with his hand the Tablets of Destiny, 
Has taken away Bel's supemacy,the power of giving command. 3 
1. King Seven Tablets. Ist.Tablet 11.137-R. 
§; ABL p.304 
3. ABL p. 
These incident s show that the hierarchal element in the s overeign-
ty of the gods to a great e.A'tent was artificial. Bel-}iardu~ , indeed, 
·by his courage and strength is fitted to occupy the supreme 
position conferred upon him by the council of the gods. But the 
Tablets of Destiny are essential to secure even him,and with them 
the most insignificant deity was supreme. Again,as in the case 
of Dibbara.excessive anger was the path to power. Finally,when no 
occasion was offered for his dethroning,it was Anu,god of t he 
bending sky,who was lord of all. 
The sovereignty of the gods exhibits alto certain geograph-
Geograph-
ical ical and functional features~ The triad which maint ains its place 
and 
function- with greater or les s distinctness t hrough all tbe changes in the 
al 
phases 
of 
sover-
eignty. 
paritheon,is compDsed of Anu.the god of the heavens,Bel the god 
of the earth,and Ea the god of the sea. Allatu with her consort 
Nergal rules the great dwelling-place of the dead. The local 
deities of cities exerc i sed both geographical Rnd functional 
authority. Among these there is a noticeable trend toward the 
giving up the local sovereignty on the part of a deity and the 
assumption of a functional and universal rule. In this way Ea 
freed himself from Eridu and became more and more the god par 
excellence of wisdom and the arts of civilization . Likewise 
Ramman,especially among the Assyrians,became the god of' storms. 
A 
cbllect-
ive 
sover-
eignty. 
Wisdom. 
14 
Ishtar exercises the runcti cns of love and war while Shamash 
becomes the god of life and light. 
The sovereignty of the Babylonian deities was a collective 
sovereignty. For the Babylonian it was supreme and unquest ioned, 
but it was massed in the general notion of deity. No one god was 
sufficient to rule the world or to f i ll mankind either with 
reverence or dread. The gods had exalted position and power but 
the distribution of authority was t he affair of he aven and not of 
earth. At diff erent periods of histOT'J and in different localities 
ru1d for different purposes,various deities w~re exalted to the 
head of the pantheon. But this supremacy was accidental and 
temporary. The Babylonian mind never arrived at an abid.ing 
centralization of divine authority . The sovereignty of his div i ne 
overlords was massive and never successfully was individualized. 
Those who meditated upon religion in the Tigris-Euphrates 
Valley never found their way to ascribe absolute wisdom to any 
god .. Wisdom like sovereignty was a co:minon affair. Individually 
the gods were not omniscent. Each was :fu l ly cognizant of affa irs 
in his immediate field but was ignorant of all which lay beyond. 
Only when the gods were assembled in council were the aff airs o:f 
the universe fully displayed. The manner in which Tiamat's 
rebellion becomes known illustrates this limi t ation o:f wi sdom. 
It was Ea who first discovered the warlike preparations. 
0 Then Ea who knoweth a ll that is went up and beheld their 
mut t ering".l 
15 l 
It is noteworthy here that the apparent ascription of omniscence 
to Ea turns out to be quite the contrary. For his knowledge of 
t he doings of the plotters is obtained only as he visits the 
place where Tiamat and Apsu are working out their designs . After 
Ea discovers the rebellion he discloses it to Anshar the father 
of the gods. 
"All that Tiamat . had plot t ed he repeated unto him". 2 
The third tablet of the Creation Epic describes the assembly of 
the ' gods. After Ea's report of his discovery,Ansha r sends Gaga,his 
messenger~to summon the gods to a council. He is to inform them 
of the threatening danger and bid them to assemble at once to 
take measures to avert it. When the heavenly host heard the 
direful news,they were seized with fear an<i burst forth in bitter 
wailing:-
\Vhat indeed has happened that they conceived hatred? 
We cannot understand the action of Tiamat.3 
In this extremity Anshar appeals to Bel -Ma r·duk and thus addresses 
him. 
O,I!ly son,v1ho knoweth all wisdom, 
Pacify Tiamat with thy pure incantation. 4 
Here instead of Ea, Marduk is onmiscent. But, again, this omniscence 
l . King Seven Tablets Tablet I,line 60 
2 . ibid Tablet II,line 10 
3. ABL p.290 
4. King Seven Tablets Tablet II lines 1 27-8 
turns out quite otherwise. For the outcome of his a dv enture is 
hidcien from Marduk and fear for his life possesses him. Then 
Ansha r 
"Kissed him on the lips and his fear departed :trom him 11 • 1 
He is assured that he will achieve success . 
. 
Speedily set out upon ·thy way, 
For thy blood shall no t be poured out, 
Thou shalt return again.2 
Then we are told that 
The lord rejoiced at the word of his f'ather 
And his heart exulted,3 
It is not, aft er all , Nfarduk who 11 knowet h all wisdom", but Anshar 
his father who assures him that his life is safe and that he 
shall return successful from his com&Q.t with Tiamat. 
16 . 
The sto~J of the Descent of Ishtar presents the same general 
scene . It is Shamash who reports to the assembled gods the 
devastation which Ishtar' s absence f r om the 'rrorld has wrought . 
On his information they take active measure s f or her release from 
Allatu's domain . 4 In Adapa and the Southwind we see the same 
l i mi t ation in Anu the king of the gods. 
For seven days the Southwind did not blow over the l and; 
And Anu sai d to Ilabrat,his messenger; 
' Why has the Southwind for seven days not blov.rn over the land?~ 
Here is a sign i f icant instance of the fact that the go d 's knowl-
edge of the world was a mediated wisdom. He obtained his information 
1.Creation Epic.II Tablet,lin 116. King 's trans. 
2. ibid l i nes 129-30 
3.ib id l~nes 131-2. 
4 . RP Vol . I p . l47 
5. ABL p.315 
f.[oral 
attri-
butes. 
1? 
f rom his messenger and his messenger becarHe informed. as he 
walked to and fro in the wo r l d . In the last analysis knov ledge 
was immediate and the god was bound by the same limi t ations which 
harrLpered the human mind. Other instances point to the conclusion 
that all the great gods had their messengers who exercised the 
combined functions o:f bringing information to the gods and 
reporting their decisions to other beings in the carrying out of 
the divine decrees. Shamash is made aware of the disorder in the 
1 
world during Ishtar's absence by his servant Pap-sukal. Likewise 
Musku is the servant of Anu. 2 'fhe explanation of this seems to 
be that,in the Babylonian mind,sovereignty was characterized 
chiefly by transcendence. To be the dread sovereign he was,the 
god becrune alienated from the world. His distance precluded 
detailed knowledge. Wisdom and knowledge being ident ified,wisdom 
and sovereignty were held to exist in inverse ratio ~ ar110ng the 
divine beings. 
Among the deities a moral character is sought for in vain 
in the sense that there was an ideal or norm o:f excellence as the 
supreme characteristic of ahy deity of the Babylonian and. Assyrian 
pantheons. Pride,jealous l y,and. anger are the corrm:on motives and 
cond.uct roots in them. The seventh t a blet o:f the Creation Epic 
glorifies Marduk with the ascription of fifty titles. But there 
1. Jastrow Re l Bab p. 571 
2. ibid p.278 
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is not to be found one bistinctly ethical quality ascribed to 
him. His release o~ t.he imprisoned gods possibly might be con-
torted into an '£xpres s ion of compas s ion but there is no softening 
of his heart toward men. In the account which Sargon gives of 
the eight gates of his palace , among the de ities whose chief 
qualities are enum.erated,we f i nd none designated by any moral 
attribute. 1 
Scattered through the religious litera ture we do f i n o certain 
a pparent ethical qualities ascribed to the gods. But these on 
examination ,fade int o the shadows of a rea l morality . Considered 
apart from their setting no finer lines than the following can be 
found in any peni t ential li t erature . Th ey are addressed to Ishtar. 
Thou judgest the cause of men with justice and righteousness; 
Thou lookest with mercy on the violent man and t hou settest 
right the unruly every morning. 2 
Here is a beautiful picture of justice tempered with mercy as the 
sovere i gn of daily life. If we could disassociate it from its 
in 
origin:a polyt heistic faith and carry our own notions of justice 
and mercy into it, it would express the essence oft he noblest 
Christian belief in Goci. But t he fine ideals are merely verbal 
and however near the davm of an ethic i zed relig ion the Babylonian 
worshi pper stood,the t wilight of an unsustained moral idea l yet 
infolds him. For t his same incantation-prayer to Ishtar says of 
l. ABL p. 63 
2. King . Sev Tab . I 227 
her. 
11 Thou art the cause of la.mentation,thou sowest hostility 
among brethren who are at peaceu. 1 
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The hazy attribute which seems to appear here and there is 
negated by the charge of absolute injustice,in the legend of 
Dibbara. 
Powerful Dibbara,thou didst kill the just one, 
And the wicked thou didst kill. 
Him who committed sin against thee,thou didst kill; 
And him who <iici not COlL;L~it sin against thee,thou did.st kill. 
Him who <iid roast the meal-offering the god,thou <i id.st kill; 
The wicked ana. him who keeps the slave belonging to the king.2 
It is quite likely that the notion of justice as an obligation 
between men was earlier recognized than such a relation -between 
the deity and man. In those social relations which bound individ-
uals of equal strength and position, e·qual rights would seem to 
follow as a matter of course. But the deity was always stronger 
anci a lways transcendent. Might and. power may well have seemed 
to the early worshipper,not the supreme occasion for the exhibition 
of moral greatness,but rather the unbounded opportunity for the 
realization of a self unfettered by moral restrictions. This 
would account for the dual ascription of justice and injustice 
to the same deity. :E'or the extension of justice to the deity 
and the ascription of injustice,both are intended as subtile 
marks of his greatness. Justice in his conduct toward men was the 
first faint mark of a a.awning moral greatness;and injustice.-the 
l.King Sev Tab 225 
2. ABL 311 
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privilege of doing as one pleases,-the mark of what, by contrast, 1 
may be termed. physical might and power. Until re f lective thought 
;· 
saw the incronguity,the two may well have been held side by side 
in the same incantation or prayer . 
As a further instance of compassion and mercy one of the 
Prayers of The Lifting Up of The Handu may be cited in which a 
tender feeling is ascribed to Ninib. 
Thou judgest the judgment of mankind, 
Thou l eadest the leaderless,thou exaltest him t hat is not 
strong, 
The body of the man who has been brought down to the lower 
world,thou dost restore. 
From him who sin possesses,the .sin thou dost remove. 
Thou art quick to favor the man with whom his god is angry. 1 
Here the deity appea rs in the r~le of champion of the weak and 
oppressed. But it is to be noted that the request for healing 
and comf ort is not base d upon the ethical character of t he deity 
but upon the offerings which are made to him. 
I have offered thee tarrinum,a pleasant odor, 
I have poured out for thee mead,a drink front corn; 
Truly pit~ me and hearken to my cries.2 
This same prayer affirms of this compassionate Ninib, 
uThou art cloted with terror, thou art full of' fury 11 • 3 
Again and again as the penitent supplicates the divine favor 
he appeals to the compassionate and mercifUl disposition of his 
d.eity . His "shining heart 11 ,"his pure heart 11 ,his 11 beaming heartu, 
1. Kin Magic p. 18 
2.ib p.l9 
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the 0 go ddess merciful and compa s s ionate " ; il11nto my merciful god 
I turn u; are express ions which frequently ·· intersperse the prayers. 
But the plea for mercy is based upon the go d 's selfishness and 
upon f avoritism and the quality of divine mercy is grounded in pride 
the god's 
selfish- and wil~llness. Such expressions as these frequently occur : -
ness 
and Let there be mercy and compassion,le t me praise thy name: O,my 
pride. 
Man 
can not 
count 
upon 
his cry 
being 
d. 
goddess let me tell of thy greatness , let me talk of thy greatness . 
In the beautiful prayer to which reference has been made,the 
appeal for mercy is base d upon the desire of the deity for praise. 
An d let thy great mercy be upon me 
That those who behold me in the street may magnifY thy name . l 
A couplet in a hymn to Shrunas h makes plain the way in which 
this mercy is viewe d. 
Exa lted judge whose command. is not altered, 
Vfuose mercy no god has ever annulled.2 
Here the quality of mercy turns out to be merely the goociwill of 
a powerful god . 
However con1pas s ionate the gods seem to be. the quality of 
mercy is vitiated by the fact that man can not count upon the 
compassionate gods hearing his cry. 
I sought for help but no one taketh m.Y hand . 
I wept,but ho one came to my side. 
I ut t er cries,but no one he a rkens to me . 3 
In one of the ri t ualistic psalms in which the priest supplements 
l .Ki ng Sev Tab 235 
2. King Magic 1:26 
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the prayer of the penitent,the off icial repres~ntative of religion 
confesses man's ignorance of the result of prayer. 
Before thy scorn,his hands are bound. 
' Will he loose thee?' He is not able to know. 1 
Compassion like jus.tice turns out to be a shadov.ry quality. 
Mercy is the equivalent of goodwill and in petitioning for peace 
instead of anger,appeal is made to the deity's self-love. Sacri-
:fices,the chanting of hymns in praise of the divine name,the 
proclaiming of the deity's greatness by a comfo r ted suppliant, 
are the things which are urged as motives for forgiveness. And 
when all these reasons are offered with unwe a rying persistency 
anu fervency,the hopeless reproachfUl a~ission of the divine 
wilfulness escapes as a despairii1g cry from both priest and 
penitent. 
The world of spirits,men,and things is the creation of the 
providence. 
gods,and the continuation of the existent order is due to their 
oversight. The following lines are found in an incantation-text 
addressed to Marduk. 
0 mighty,powerful,strong son of Ashur, 
Noble,:exalted, firstborn of Ea, 
Marduk the mighty~'Nho makes E-gurra rejoice, 
Lord of E-sagil,helper of Babylon, 
Lover o-f E-zida, preserver of life. 
Sha Ciow of the land,protector o:f distant peo ples, 
Forever the sovereign of shrineE. 2 
1. ABl 442 
2. King Magic 46 
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The qualities of the C..eity emphasized here are his might,the 
exalted position he occupies,his favoritism for his own abode, 
the protection he offers the lan~,the shrines,and the peoule. The 
god was expect ed to provide for the mat erial prosperity of the 
peop le who worshipped hin1. If the crops were .soo 6 , the wea ther 
propitious,unusual ca lamities averted,and the enemy kept from 
overrunning the land, t he people were well content with their 
deity. The affairs of the world were in the hands of the gods. 
' jj 1 uo Shamash,lord of the land's destiny . 
11 0 Anu, go-d of the sky: loosener of the day: interpreter of 
dreams 11 .2 
3 11Mard~k,whose anger is the storm-flood,-
11 Shamash,king of heaven and earth, governor of things above 
and things below, 
Shamash who is re p,dy to make the dead live an<i set the 
prisoner free 11 .4 
0 Asari,bestower of planting,founder of sowing, 
Creator of grain and plants,who caused the green herb to 
spring up.5 
Along wi t h the notion of general providence wa s the conception of 
special providence. The l and,the city, and the individual each 
had a patron god and goddess. ~ ot only the l a rger interests of 
the world they lived in but also the more personal affairs of 
life,the Babylonians believed interested their divine overlords. 
The government of t he world to some extent was mediated by demons. 
1. King I11Lagic 35 
2. King :r..n:agic Fragments of texts p 34 
3. 
4. 
5.King Sev Tab p 93 
Summary 
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The incantation texts bring out most strongly the demoniac 
:function and power,yet the initiative and the range o:f their 
authori t y do not rest vd th them but wi th their superiors. the 
gods. The appeal for relief :from their power is made always to 
the gods and the aff liction is traced to the divine will. The 
sovereignty o:f the gods is un<iisputed. Uen P..nd demons alike bow 
to their will. 
Thus far we have been concerned with the Babylonian 
ccnception of P;od .We have found their thought of deity to be a 
complex polytheistic system,with certain theogonic outlin~s, 
triadic groupings,the element of sex,and a monothe istic trend. 
Their sovereignty and wisdom are infinite only in the idea of 
deity and never individually sustained. An ethical nature, 
however foresha dowe d. ,is not an abiding principle) ideal and 
obl i gato~J for men. Creation and providence are the affair of the 
gods. This system, far from ideal. has in it the marks o:f develop-
ment and therefore the possibility of better things. But whatever 
might have been the outcome had Ba-bylonian civilization been 
perpetuated,the religion which became actual was yet :far :from 
biing ethical and ideal. 
r 
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THE IDEA OJ' MAN. 
However transcendent the go ds of Babyl onia were for their 
worshippers the differences between the human and the d.iv ine,like 
other religious systems.were in quantity not in kinn. There was 
the gods. a continuity of natu r e and along this line t hought passed unbro-
Person-
ality 
kenly. Man was akin to the gods . The qual it ies which inhered in 
man in general were one limit ann those which dwelt in the go ds 
were the other,of the manifesta t i on of the s ame na t ure. This view 
is necessarily the outcome of any ref lection upon the meaning of 
personalit y. However fettered men were by the world a round them, 
they felt that the iniative which they possess ed,was type and 
pattern of the d i v i ne . This is ever the ·essence of the conviction 
that man has the divine image wi thin him. It is this conviction 
that personal i ty is the type of the h ighest existence,which leads 
mankind eTerywhere to connect its orig in with ultra-physical 
causation. The disparateness between his own recognized spiritual 
nat~re and the inert world leads him to the gods to find the 
sufficient reason of his own being . This at any rate is the 
outcome of priestly speculation among the ~abylonians . The whole 
system of reli~ion is based upon the supposition that man and god 
are members of t he same great frunily and that the diff e rences 
Origin 
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at bottom are quantitative and not in quality. The quantita tive 
difference ranks the god supreme. The qualities are. absolute in 
him. Hence the gods are primary and independent of man. 
Man is the creature and the child of the gods. In the sixth 
tablet of the Creation Epic the divine origin of man is told. 
Apparently the assembled gods have complained that there is no 
one to build their shrines and offer them sacrifices and render 
them homage. To remedy this want in the universe Marduk devises 
the 'cunning plan' of the creation of mankind. He discloses his 
purpose unto Ea. 
Jl1y blood will I take and bone will I fashion. 
I will create man 1-vho shall inhal')it the earth, 
That t he service of the gods may be established and that 
their shrines may be built. 1 
Man is not only the creature of the gods but his nature is 
essentially theirs. The divine blood is in his veins and he ' is a 
felt need in their world. By nature and by the purpose of his 
creation,man is related to his divine superiors. 
There is another versi.on of the creation of man found in an 
incantation text which forrned part of the ritual of the great 
temple of E-zida at Borsippa. Marduk again is the great creator. 
That he might cause the gods to dwell in the habitation of 
their hearts' desire,he formed mankind. 
The goddess Arun1 together with him created the seed of 
mankind.2 
1. King Sev Tab p.87f 
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In this account l'flarduk beg ins with a universal sea. He alone 
forms the land,creates vegetable a na animal life,sets bounds to 
the rivers and the seas,and creates the gods. Marduk's :fi at is 
sufficient i'or all the world save man. For the origin of mankind 
the goddess Aruru must lend her aid. Man is the c l1 ild of the 
gods. 
The finiteness of the divine qualities in man left him 
subject to the changing order of the world. On the theory of 
his kinship with the gods,man ought to achieve immortality. 
Why,then,is the term of human life limited and man doomed to 
pass into the dread darkness of' the grave? Babylonian religion 
had its answer for this questioning. Rather,it had its answers, 
for this problem of death was not solvable by any one 
comprehensive theOLIJ. 
The story of' Adapa and the South-Wind is one attempt to 
explain why man does not achieve immortality. Adapa while out 
fishing is capsized by the Southwind. In revenge he seizes the 
Southwind and breaks one of its wings. Anu summons Adapa into 
his presence. Ea,the protector of Adapa,forewarns him of his 
' 
reception at the heavenly court and bids him to ren1se any food 
which may be offered him. The 11meat of life 11 anci the ubread of 
28 - 1 
Adapa life n are offered Ada pa by Anu whos e anger is pa.cifi ed,but to 
and the 
Southwind . the go O.' s a stonishment Adapa r efuses the boon -of i lll!!!Ortali t y . 
The 
Gilgamesh 
Epic . 
He r eturns to ea rth with his knowl e dge of a life t hat is 
forever, but shut out of it,not tr~ugh disobedience but t h)mgh 
obedience of his god. In this story,Adapa's failure to win 
immortality for himself and the r a ce arises through the complex 
nature of the divine sys tem. Evidently Ea was acting in good 
faith to prot ect his worshipper . He sought to protect his 
protege f rom possible harm vvhile at the court of Anu. Th e 
proff ered gift of eternal life was not foreseen and in conse-
quence the precious boon was ignorantly refuse d. The un i que 
element in the story is that the great and abiding loss which 
man sustained was not due to a ny mora l deficiency of his own. 
Another explanat ion of man's finite existence is g iven 
in the Gilgamesh Epic. In this story,G i l gamesh,lawenting over 
his friend Eabani slain in a great battle,determines to go in 
quest of the means by which inm!ort ality may be secured. 'l'here is 
at least one man who has escaped death. To Per-nap ishtum the 
i mrHortalized hero of the Fl ood he will go and learn the secret 
of immortality . A:fter a long a nd. painful journey by u:1known 
land and uncharted sea he draws near the shores where 
Per-nap isht um dwells,and calls to him across the waters:-
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I gaze upon thee in amazement,o Per-napishtum; 
Thy appearance has not changed,like unto me thou art also, 
Though thou· has departed thi s life. But my heart has still 
to struggle 
Against all that no longer l i es upon thee; 
Tell me,How didst thou come to dwell here and obtain 
eterna l life among the gods? 1 
-Gilgam.esh then hears from Per-napishtum the story o!~ the Deluge. 
Per- napishtum then reveals to him the way to i mmort ality. He is 
tolcl that there is a plant resembl i ng buckthorn whose thorn stings 
like that of a brrunble growing far down in the deep sea . This 
plant confers life and iwnortality. Gilgamesh Qives down into 
the 'vasty de~p' and brinks back some of the magic thorn and 
proposes to plant it at Erech that its 11 leav es may be fort he 
healing oft he nat ions w. On the return journey, thirsty and tired, 
Gilgamesh rested beside a well. Then,we are told, 
A demon in the shape of a serpent darted out,the plant 
slipped away from his hands. 
He c arne out of the well and t oak the plant away, 
And as he turne d back he ut t ere d a curse. 
After this, Gilgamesh sat dovm and wept. 2 
In this narrative also the boon of immortality sl i ps from the 
grasp of man not though any moral deficiency of his own. These 
stories then are not an explanation or a justification of the 
fact of death but rather the expression that man on one side of 
his being~ is related to the passing natu r e of the worLd. In the 
first sto!"'J there is no fault attached to Ea for his erroneous 
l.ABL 351 
2. ib 362. 
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prediction of the course of events at the court of Anu, nor in the 
second s t ory is there any ·certain implication of the na tu r e of 
the demon who seizes the plant let fall by the terrified 
Gilgamesh. There is only :the cer ta i n belief in a he avenly food 
and drink which confer the gift of continue d life,but drink and 
food which through unhappy chance or irreme diable .ac c ident are 
forever beyond man . 
Sensible 
of weakness These s t ories as well as the great array of incantation 
and 
decay. texts show how ke enly the men and women of ancient Babylonia felt 
the play of the forces of the worl d upon t hem and were sensible 
of their own we akness an d decay. They were subject to Nature's 
drought an d famine, flood anci pestilence . They bore aff lictions 
with no relief from the malevolence of the demons and :never could 
be sure t hat t hey were not the sport of the pods. The end of all 
was the grave. The shadows of t he gloorr~ underworld often din@ed 
the brightness of the living day. In the Gilgamesh Epic,through 
the earnest entreaty of Gilgamesh,the gods permit his dead f riend 
to return to the world of the living for a brief spa ce . Eabani at 
I . 
the request of his f r iend to describe t he underworl d,replQes:-
I cannot tell thee,my f riend . I cannot tell thee. 
If I would des cribe to thee the appearances of the land 
that I have seen, 
Surely, Gilgamesh,thou wouldst sit down and weep. 
Summary. 
Bitter and sad is all that formerly gladdeneu thy heart. 
All is there like an old garment that the worm does eat. 
What thou hast done ·while in this life,what formerly 
gladdened thy heart, 
All is gone,is cloaked in dust. 1 
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This is the drear picture of the grave toward which all humankind 
is tending. The activities and diversities of life are silenced 
in that dark and shadowy world. The colorless view of the under-
world which obtained in certain circles of .Jewish thought is 
equally applicable here. 
There the wicked cease from trembling, 
An<i the weary are at r est. 
There the prisoners are at ease together, 
They hear not the voi ce of the taskmaster. 
The small and the great are there, 
And the servant is free f rom his master.2 
Man in Babylonian t hought is both human and divine. His spirit 
fits him for mingling with his fathers8/nd creators the gods,but 
the odor of earth is upon his garments and by that token he is 
bound to earth and the gloomy prison-house -of the dead. Some 
Babylonian Wordsworth sang,as we have see~of man's coming from 
God and beyond the stars,but neither seer nor poet ever visioned 
the homeward path for the wandering race. The ethical note in 
Babylonian religion was never sounded clearly enough or prolonged 
sufficiently to give rise to the belief in a heavenly home for 
man,as the necessary consequent of a righteous administration of 
l.ABL 366. 
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the world.. There never came to these worshippers through dream or 
vision or oracle any certain intimation that the gods cared to 
have them dwell in Heaven. They felt themselves the poor relations 
of the gods. Therefore no invitation came to sit down at the f east 
where gods and goddesses ate :and drank of the bread and water of 
eternal life. 
33 
THE IDEAL RELATION OF MAN AND DEITY. 
The ideal relation which obtained between the gods and men was 
A pre-eminently a relat ion of goodwill. The worshipper above all 
relation 
of things desired the goodwill of the divine beings for they were 
goodwill. 
the source of life a nd prosperity. This goodwill on t he part of 
the deity was evi denced in the prosperity of the worshipper . The 
desired prosperity was both individual and national. For t he 
individual it included health,long life,success in business,and 
clear and s a tisfactory r e sponses by dream and oracle in times of 
complex crises of life . For the state and. the s overeign, a s to 
some extent an embodiment of the sta te,the dLvine goodwill was 
evidenced in peace,material prosperity,fre edom from f amine,pesti-
lence,and storm at home,and success against enemies abro a d. 
Goodwill on the part of the worshipper was evidenced · in ' hi.e 
attention to the cult oft he goci . 'fhe more elabora tely the 
shrine was adorned,the more expensive the sacrifices,the more 
numerous the memorial tablets,the more did the worshipper believe 
that he secured the friendly feeling of the deity toward himself . 
In the legend of Dibbara,attention to the ritual is implied to 
be well-pleasing to the gods. Dibbara the plague-god is th e 
speaker:-
:Not a 
moral 
Whoever sha ll magnify my name shall rule over the four 
quarters of the worl d. 
V~1oever shall procla im the terror of my valor,shall never 
find a worthy o·oponent. 
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The singer who chants it aloud shall not die in the pestilence; 
The scribe who lea rns it by he a rt shall escape from his 
enemy . l 
Th L. ,., t t . f t h 1 . . 1 . t t f e s,.lg .. e s survey o e re 1g1ous 1. era ure o Babylonia 
rela tion. shows that this ideal relat i on which the worshipper sought to 
retain with his deity was not a moral rela tion. With the result 
of such a survey it is difficult t o harmonize the ut t erances of 
writers on Babylonian Religion . Thus,it is said, 
In Babylonia at least we know that there were unquenched 
desires of the spirit,bitter consciousness of sin,long ings 
for forg iveness~humble prostrations before the uns e en deity . 
vague conceptions of his righteous demands, and long ings for 
alliance with him on the part of t hose who painfully 
exercize 6. the irs ouls 'if happily they might feel after 
him and f ind him'.2 
We search in vai n for any such longing after ethical union with 
the gods . The ne a rest approach to a formula ted norm of human 
conduct which this literature reveals is preserved to us on a 
tablet now in the British mus eum and known as K 3 , 3 64 . By Ge orge 
Smith and other early writ e rs on Babylonian relig ion this tablet 
was supposed to conta i n the moral law which Marduk gave to man 
at his creat ion. But t his ~otion can not be defended3 and the 
body of precepts must be ju ciged at their own value. Th e choicest 
1. ABL 314 . 
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of them are as follows:-
The fear of god ~egets mercy. Offerings increase life. 
Prayer absolves from sin. He that fears the Anunnaki shall 
have a long life. Against friend and neighbor thou shalt not 
speak evil. When thou makest a promise, give and not hold 
back .l 
Here at least there is no intimation of an ethical deity or that 
the relation sought by man is eth ical union with him. There are 
four lines,however,of this tablet which warrant closer scrutiny. 
Towards thy god shalt thou be pure of heart, 
For that is the glory oft he godhead: 
Pr~Jer and supplication and bowing low to the earth, 
Early in the morning shalt thou offer unto him.2 
Yet the apparent moral loftiness of these lines is sadly reduced 
wh en we recall th,.t the god is the sun whose purity consists 
in the brilliancy of his light,and that the efficacy of an early 
morning prayer lies in its nearness to the beginning of that 
daily journey of the god,which may end in the blight and drought 
of the crops of the worshipper. 
It may therefore be affirmed vd thout fear of any grounded 
contradicti on that so far as his literature is known to us,the 
Babylonian saw no ideal of moral excellence in his deity which 
appealed to him with a sense of oughtness to realize it. in himself. 
Tie saw no warm personal qualities which appealed to his reverence 
and love. ¥~en the goos grew angry and men felt their wrath 
1. King Bab Rel p.83 
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the antitb.esi.s desired wa s not love but indifferenee. The highest 
\'ir ish never rose beyond friendliness and goodwill. The worshipper 
upon whom their chastisement had fallen prayed that their anger 
might be removed.: -he did not pray for expressions of their love. 
He sked for their indifference. "Itilay the heart of my god,my 
goddess be pacified" was his most fervent and oft-repeated prayer. 
He never dreamed that chastisement was anything other than the 
outpoured wrath of his god. He trembled before him. His greatest 
hope was that he might avert his lord's displeasure. 
It is not contended here that the Babylonians were devoid 
of m6ral conceptions but that the relation of gods and men was 
not viewed in that light. Nor is it asserted that the Babylonian 
worshipper never felt that he receiveci justice or fo rgivene ss at 
the hands of hi s god. There were times,indeed,when the affliction 
was viewed as the punishment of misdeeds. The transgression was 
recognized as a fault which deserved chastisement. But the fact 
which is here emphasized is that the relation between man and 
deity was not moralized into any consistent system. ·The gods 
might be just but they were as certainly unjust. Their conduct 
was not determined by any ethical character. However highly moral-
ized the relations between man and man came to be,it is certain 
that the dwellers in Heaven and t he dwellers on earth sustained 
37 
no such relation . The religion of the Babylonians was not ethi-
cized. 
38 
THE ACTUAL RELA'l'ION EXIS'l'ING BETWEEN MAN AND DEITY. 
This ideal relation of friendliness and goodwill was never 
altogether realized. There were times when the course of life 
Problem 
of ran smoothly that the ~orshipper was sure that he and his 
obedience 
perplex- deity or deities were in harmony. He had not thwarted their desires 
ing. 
or pleasures. He l i ved in obedience in the sense that his life 
for the time being did not run athwart the divine v•ill. But he 
was never sure at what unforeseen moment or by what inconsequential 
act of his this sunny friendliness would give place to a storm of 
anger. As a mat ter of fact the frien dly relations were frequntly 
interrupted and. the worshipper bowed beneath the outpoured wrath 
of his god. It was then that the problem of obedience was perpl~x-
ing and called forth the endeavors of penitent and priest to 
discover the way in which the angry god might be pacified. There 
were several elements in the problem which gave it its complexity. 
The multiplicity of wills in the pantheon was the chief 
Jy'(ul t iplj_ c-
ity source of' confusion for the humbled penitent. Even if the local 
of wills. 
deity were consistent in his de a lings with the men who worshipped 
him,there were greater deit i es to whom the local lord must yield 
his soverej_gn privileges. Among these greater deities there was, 
as we have noticed,no fixed and central authority. With such a 
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rrrnltiplicity of wills in the pantheon no positive content of 
divine requirements could be conceived. Men in general might 
know through past experience what course of life would avert the 
divine displeasure. But there was always a vast r ealm of new 
or infrequent choices to be made in which experience ·was no guide. 
There were too many conflicting \•ri lls in the divine gov ernment 
for men to count upon a consistent course o:f di vine conduct. 
11 0 In addi ticn to this complexity o:f administration, one could 
consist-
ency not be sure of any cons.istent course on the part of any one of 
of 
coneiuct. the gods. The notion of the divine government which admittedly 
in the ma in was ad..rn.inistered in friendliness, was comrHonly thrust 
aside ·by the belief that the god's anger might be aroused or 
appeased by inconsequential proceedures. The divine mind was as 
captious as a mountain lake. No one could be sure at what moment 
some ill-vtrind would awake the calm placidity of that mind into a 
furious storm. In a hymn to Ishtar is the beautiful line, 
11 Thou judgest the cause of mankind with justice and righteous-
ness 11 • 1 
But it is the same hymn which asserts, 
Thou art the cause of lamentation, 
Thou sowest hostility among brethren who are at pea ce. 2 
Ivren stood perplexed be side this sea. The morning sunlight danced 
across the tiny wa:ves and turned them into silvered splendor. 
1. King Sev Tab 227. 
2. ib. 225. 
No 
fixed 
revela-
tion. 
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But even as man thrust his shell of a boat horizonward across 
the radi ant glory. the blue sky frowned and the storm burst round 
him in wild fury. The gods did ·what they liked= therefore gods. 
With such a multiplicity of wills and such inconststency of 
charac t er no fixed revelat i on could be macie for the guidance of 
men. Men knew only to obey the g ods t h ough often in doubt of 
their will. They recognized that human destiny was in the i.r 
hanO.s tho11gh it was impossible to understand t hem. There are 
certain apparent norritS of conduct which on examination exhibit 
no ethical content. In the epilogue to the seventh t a blet of the 
Creation Epic certain duties are enjoined. 
Let them be held in remembrance and let the first man 
proclaim them; 
Let the wise and the understanding consider them together. 
Let the father repeat them and teach them to his son; 
Let them be in the ears of the pastor and shepherd. 
Let a man re_io j.c.e in 1Jarduk,the Lord of the Gods, 
That he may cause his land to be fruitful aa that 
he himself may have prosperity.l ~ 
It is,however,the fifty munes which the council of the gods has 
conferred upon Marduk,which the first man is to proclaim and 
whic t. the f'athe r is to tea ch to his son. The proper recital of 
these fifty na mes insures posperity. This is a far femove . f'rom an 
ethical r evelation. 
In the uCuthean Legend" the author o:f t he t!?.blet, who appears 
1. King Sev Tab p.lllf 
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to be the prince of the city-state~ conveys the moral to future 
rulers that s afety is to be found in following the cOITllilandments 
of the gods. What ..: nese c orrunandments are is uncertain. The king 
advises his suc cessors not to t ake the field against an invad ing 
foe but to take shelter behind the walls of t he city of Cuthah. 
The magicians and. the as trologers did forecast events and · in 
this sense may be said to have professed to ascertain the will of 
the gods. The following is a typical case. 
When Jupiter p3.sses to the place of sunset~kindly peace will 
descend on the land.. When Jupiter assumes a brilliance in 
the tropic of Cancer,Akkad wi ll overflow with plenty. When 
a great star l i ke fire rises from the sunrise and disappears 
at sunset,the troops of the enen~ in slaught er will be slain .l 
Thi s omen f a irly cha racterizes the deliverances of the magicians 
and the astro logers. There is no attempt at a r evelation of the 
character or the ethical requirement of the gods. They deal with 
the god~ only indirectly in that in prophesying peace or disaster 
they are giving insight into the divine attitude toward men at 
the cited time. 
These instances of a pparent revelation of the will and 
requirement of the gods are typical of all the r evelations professdd 
through dream or oracle or vision or omen. In so far as these 
channels of communication profess a revelation it is always 
concerning the outward prosperity of the life of man. The movement 
1. Thompson Magicians Vol II ,LXVII. 
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of troops,the auspici ous moment to begin a bat t le or to lay the 
foundation ~f a temple,the direction of the winds,the date of 
storms.the success of an embassy,the staying of a pestilence,or 
the harvesting of a crop. These are the themes oft he deliverances 
of magician and priest. They never profess any systematic account 
of the gods' requirement from the moral life of men.The stars as 
gods had their fixed movements howeve r full of mystery the ir 
journeys were,but the orbits of their goodwill and righteous 
demands were never ca lculated by any astronomer of the ethical 
li:fe. 
Perplex- It must have been the feeling that man ·.could not know just 
ity 
finds what course of conduct would be pl easing to the gods, which prompted 
express-
ion in 
despair. 
these hopeless outbursts of despair. 
11 0,Anu of the sky.whose purpose no man learns 11 • 1 
11 0,God of the New Moon,in might unrivalled,whose purpose 
no man learns : . . 2 
"Whoever hath learnt the way o:f the god, him let me praise 11 ~ 
0 goddess of men,O goddess of women,whose counsel none may 
l ear n 11 .4 
11 What have I done,O my god and my goddess ?" 5 
What hath thy servant,the creation of thy hand devised? 
What hath he planned,what is his :fault? ••6 
Of all men who are alive,who knows anything? 7 They do not know whether they do good or evil. 
l.King Magic p.5 . 
2. ibp . 53. 
3. ib 53. 
4. King Sev Tab p.229. 
5.King Sev Tab p.233. 
6. ABL 443. 
7. i b 438. 
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Men felt t heir helples sness before the ir self-willed deities. In 
the midst of their afflictions they knew not in which way to turn 
to set thems e lves right with their gods. The ir yearning for the 
divine favor was baff le d by their ignorance of the precise attitude 
or prayer or gift or incantation whi ch would appease their wrath. 
Man,deaf indeed,understands not anything; 
l'iien,multitudes of them live,what do they unders t and? 
1fllhether they do good or ev i l they do not know". 1 
In times of misfort une the penitent stood distre s sed and uncertain 
in the midst of his affl i ctions. With tearfu l ness he acknowledged 
that he had displeased hi e god,and trembled lest larger outpourings 
of the divine wrath were in stor~ for him. These are a few of 
the many examples which might be adduced to show that the penitent 
was non-plussed in the midst of his chastisement. He could not 
be sure to what deity his offense was to be traced,and when he 
was satisfied as to what god ·he should address his prayer,his 
inability to fathom his overlord's will and purpose filled him 
with despair. There was always this element o:f wilfulness in the 
divi ne character which had to be taken into account. Wl1en man 
sought to determine his act i ons or lifted his hands in prayer and 
supplication,he had to consider that the final solution of his 
case la~ in the unfettered and normless will of his god. 
l. Cf. ABL p . 442 . 
The 
divine 
illwill 
evidenced 
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As prosperity was the mark of the divine friendliness so misfortune 
was the sign of the divine illwill. The misfortunes of men were 
at once the evidence of the divine displeasure and the manner in 
in which their wrath was displayed. 
misfortune. 
Ishtar grew angry and bec~1e enraged against Erech. 
She sent against it the enemy and he swept it away as water 
does grain.l 
Here it is Ishtar's anger to which the destruction of Erech at 
the hands of the enenw is due. Not only national misfortunes but 
also the evils which befell individuals were the direct expression 
of the anger of the god. 
The lord in the anger of his heart hath looked upon me. 
The god in the wrath of his heart hath visited me. 
The goddess hath become angry with me and grievously efflicted 
me.2 
This sentiment is repeated livrally scores of times. On occasion 
\.v 
the outburst of the dine wrath seemed so unwarranted to the 
. ,... 
suppliant that he demands from his god a declaration of the fault 
which has called forth his displeasure. 
Like a shrieking bird he uttereth troublous cries; 
With sighs he declareth his humility. 
WDat has my lord's servant said and devised? 
Let his mouth bring forth tba·t which I know not. 3 
Here the affliction is not a penalty but a persecution. Sometimes 
the dis·pleasure of the god is considered to be so settled that 
another deity is invoked to intercede in behalf o:f the worshipper. 
L ABL 310. 
2. ib. 437. 
3. ib. 442. 
Ba'u is thus invoked:-
Let me send thee unto nzy angry god,unto my goddess who is 
angry, 
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Unto the god of my city who is wroth and. enraged with me. 1 
Tashruitu is addressed that she may intercede with her husband 
Nabu who in turn will compel other deities to restrain their 
wrath. 
At his mi ghty word may gods and goddesses deal graciously 
with me.2 
So convinced wa s the sufferer that his misfortune was due to his 
having aroused the wrath and anger of his god,that the prayer for 
forgiveness and favor is a piteous plea ding that the heart of his 
lord or lady may be pacifieQ. We have in a prayer to Sin, 
I am bowed down, I have taken my stand, 
I have sought for thee: 
Do thou set favor and righteousness upon me, 
May my god and my goddess who have been angry with me, 
In righteousness and justice deal graciously with me.3 
In a penitential psalm to the ·goddess Anunit,the suppliant prays:-
Turn thy face,receive his supplication, 
To thy servant with whom thou hast been angry, 
turn in favor . 4 
It is cle ar,then,that the misfortune which befell the state or 
the individual was ail expression of the divine anger. When the 
angry deity was pacified,p:rosperity was the sign that ren was 
restored to favor. The presence of misfortune in the world 
l. ABL 423. 
2. King :Magic 99. 
3. ib . 6. 
4. ABL 436. 
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rouses man to religious duty and penitent enquirie s why he suffers. 
Th is general truth does not want applicat i on in Babylonia: so,in 
seeking a reas on :for his mis:fortunes,the Babylonian worshipper 
presses beyond the mere :fact that his god is angry, t o :find i:f 
poss i ble the circumst ance which has aroused his wr a th. 
Illwill In s eeking to tra ce out t he orig in o:f divine illwill,the 
incurred 
through Babylonian did not hesitate ' to :find the cause in himself. It was 
trans-
gression. taken :for granted that the gods were angry at him because of 
something he ha d done. This anger might be wholly unjustifiable 
or :founded on just . complaint against the cic ings of man: man might 
be fully awar,e o:f his misdeed or wholly ignorant why he was 
stricken . In any case, sickness, pain, business reverses, troublesome 
dreams, disasters great and ;;small were the expression directly 
or indirectly of divine wrath aroused through human deeds. 
Wittingly. Although the sufferer always traced the beginn ings o:f his 
a ffliction to himself,he was by no means consci ous of the partie-
ular fault which aroused t he divine displeasure. He knew in gener-
al that the ne glect of vows,temple dues,carelessness or indiffer-
ence to the deity's fame , and violation of the laws o:f clean and 
unclean were sure to arouse the illwill o:f the gods. It is quite 
likely that in many cases when disaster befell a man that he could 
point to some fault in his conduct toward the temple or the 
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shrine. In addition man did recognize certain moral relations 
which he ought to sustain toward his fellovnnen and for any viola-
tion of these,he threw himself liable to the persecutions of 
demons and sorcerers. In the Shurpu series of incantation texts 
there are long lists of offenses to any one of \'Ihich, the ban .. 
which has been placed upon the petitioner by demon,witch,or 
sorcerer~is to be traced. The f aults mentioned are partly cere-
monial and partly moral. 
Has he despised a god,a goddess disesteemed? 
Is it a tresspass against a god,a fault toward his goddess, 
Violence toward his master,hatred toward his elder brother? 
Has he despised father or mother, offended his elder sister?1 
The enumeration of the possible wrongs which the afflicted man 
might have committed apparently evidences keen moral insight. 
There is no doubt that the relations between man a nd man had 
' ~ • I 
reac'hed a considerable degree of ethicizat ion at least by the 
times of H8JI!Illurabi. But the circumstances of the ritual in which 
this list of wrongs is named f orbids the claiming for religion 
any hi-gh ideals. In this Shurpu series, the priest is reciting 
the incantation. The layman is suffering under some aff liction 
which is believed to be due to a ban_ imposed by some evil demon, 
witch,or sorcerer. The sufferer is ignorant of his fault. The 
priest to remove the ban:- recits an exhaustive list of poss ible 
offenses hoping to mention the reillone to which the trouble is 
1. Zi~~ern Die Bech. p.5. 
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<iue. He names a long list of the deities hoping to s peak the 
name of the god or goddess who has power over the particular 
demon who has laid the ban . . The success of the incantation lies 
in hitting upon the fault of which priest and penitent are ignor-
ant,and the deity concerned. There is not a thought of retribution 
for actual acts of injustice on the part of man nor does the 
afflicted man evidence any contrition for sin. The constant· 
pas s ing back and forth in the recital or ;~rongs between ceremonial 
and. moral de f ecti ons evidences the inability to distinguish clearly 
between them.In the whole series of incantation t exts,however 
clea rly sin may seem to be specified,the particular deed to 
which the suffering is to be traced is u~known. The success of 
the incantation does not depend upon a human knowledge of the 
wrong or upon any confession of it. Relief comes only through the 
ritual. To S8.Y the right words,to pronounce the right name.to 
off er the right sacrifice are the conditions upon which the bann 
. . 1 1s removea . 
. ,. -~ "': .. · ::, ·- . 
un- In the great majority of cas es when misfortune befell men 
wittingly. 
t hey were ignorant of their deeds which aroused the anger of the 
gods. The misfortune oftentimes was the first intimation of 
their transgression. 
1 . Cf.Jastrow p.292. 
What have I done,O my god and m.y goddess? 
Is it because I feared not my god and my goddess that 
trouble hath befallen 1ne?l 
May the wrath of the heart of my god be pacified; 
May the god who is unknown to me be pacified. 
----- ~-- -- - --
The sin which I have conmlitted I know not; 
The misdeed which I have done I know not.2 
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That the petitioner is not moved to the admission of sin and the 
prayer of forgiveness until misfortune impels him is everwhere 
apparent. The suppliant is 'full of sighs', and 'burdened with sin'. 
Hi s 'feet are fettered',his 'hands are exhausted through weakness', 
and his 'face is tear-stained'. 
I cannot think,I cannot pla n; 
Like a wind-swept field,I moan night and day. 3 
A piteous wail arises in a prayer to Ishtar from a broken-hearted 
suppliant who is ignoran~ of the fault benea th his affliction. 
I moan like a dove,night and day. 
I am cast down and weep,full of torments. 
From woe and aching is my heart full of pain; 
What have I done,my god and my goddess?4 
In a prayer addressed to the star Sibziana the suppliant prays 
for the removal of the evil spells which have follwed a lunar 
· eclipse. The petition is put upon the lips of As surbanipal. 
Because of the evil magi c,the evil disease,the iniquity, 
The transgression,the sin that is in my body, 
The evil spectre which is bound to me,--- -----
Have I petitioned thee. 
l.King Sev Tab 233. 
2.ABL 436. 
3 . ib. 439. 
4. King Sev Tab 231. 
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Free me from my bewitchment,loosen my sin. 
Let there be torn away whatever evil may come to cut off my 
life.l 
These prayers show that men were oftentimes ignorant' of their 
faults toward their gods. Whether misfortune came as a flash of 
disaster out of a sunny sky or arrived foresh~dowed as tl¥ilight 
forebodes the night,its coming was the revelation of transgression 
on the part of man. Though affliction man ·was made aware that his 
conduct was displeas ing to his deities. There was no arousing of 
conscience,no suffering of soul within a body which was untouched 
by disaster. Man's moral discernment of his defection from the 
gods,if it came at all,followed the penalty which the divine 
anger imposed. The cry of the afflicte d heart to de ity in : 
pleading for a revelation of the wrong committed,is surest 
evidence of the far remove of Babylonian transgression from the 
consci cusness of guilt and sin. 
In rai sing the question of the worshipper's at t itude towards 
his transgression it is to be remembered that there is a certain 
inappropriateness of this term for the deed to which the 
misfortune was traceable. There was no norm of conduct fixe d by 
any divine r evelation. There was no authorit1ve ut t erance of the 
divine requirements. Transgression was not the failure to keep 
1. King lv.i:agic 115. 
a divine law but the failure to please a divine being. Man's 
human limitations made it impos s ible for him to avoid crossing 
the divine pleasure . Transgression consisted in an unfortunate 
ignorance of the deity's · state of mind. Since there was no priestly 
weathercock to indicate the direction of the moods of heaven,man 
often thwarted them though against his will. 
The Notwithstanding the a rtificial character ot transgression 
language 
of the language of penitence is rich with express ions of penitent 
penitence. 
sorrow. The suppliant oftentimes feels his sin a burden 
greater than he can bear. He is ~Ill of sighs,tears wet his 
cheeks,and his breast pours forth his moans . 
Hy transgressions are many~full of bitterness is myspirit. 1 
Like the Hebrew penitent he can say, 
Food have I not eaten, weeping was my sustenance; 
Water have I not drunk;tears . V'J,ere '.: my drink. 2 
Merr iment has given place to fasting and bit t erness of spirit 
as the multitude of transgressions rises before him:-
0 lord,my sins are many,great are my iniquities. 
1'/fy god,my sins are many, great are my iniquities. 3 ' 
Other expressions are, 
0 lord do not cast aside thy servant. 
He is cast into ~ire; take his hand.4 
The sin wh ich I have committed,turn to mercy. 
The misdeed ·which I ~ave perpetrated, let the wind bear mrvay. 
l. ABL 4 34. 
2. ib . ~~.CJ's.~!!.. 
3.ib.437. 
4. ib.438. 
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Rend asun der my transgressi ons as a garment. 
My god, my sins are seven times seven , forgive my sins. 
Known,unknown god my sins are seven times seven,forgive my sins 
Kno~m, unknown godde s s ,my sins are seven times seven, forg ive 
my sins, 
Forg ive my sins and I will bow before thee in humility. 1 
These confessions of sin are fine examples of penitent prayer 
and it is poss ible to believe that in them the wor shipper has 
touched upon the real foundations of t he moral life. Here,too,he-
may have visioned an e t hical relation with his god and so have 
tasted the joy of the highest religious life. Even if we assume 
that here the Babylonian has f ound the painful road to Heaven,it 
must be afu1it t ed that he heard but faintly the calling of t he 
silver -bells in the 'far spiritual city' of oneness with God. 
Desp ite the splendid uplift of the prayer,one is not qu i t e sure 
that he hea rd the silver music at all. For most of t he confessions 
of sin and sorr ow are mingled with pla intive protests.-
The sin which I have committed,! know not, 
The lord in t he anger of his heart hath looked on me. 2 
The sins What are the transgressions whichare confes s ed to the deity? 
confessed. 
Notwithstanding the many a dmissions of sin v ery few transgressions 
are enumerated. In the ' Penitential Psabns',there a re t wo refer-
ences to a violation of a ritual of clean and unclean. 
Pure food have I not eaten, 
Clear water have I not drunk. 3 
1. z iilllliern Buss p. 65f . 
2. ib. 63.lines 43,49. 
3. ABL 437. 
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Of an abomination to my god have I unwit t ingly eaten, 
Upon something unclean to my goddess have I unwittingly trod. 1 
There is of course no ethical value in conformity to a ritual of 
this sort. Transgression may work the social ostracism of the 
transgressor and impose upon him certain rites of purification, 
but sin thus defined has no high moral significance. Once the 
following line occurs:-
0 mistress who dcth hold in check unfriendly speech, may my 
prayer address thee.2 
The particularization of this attribute of curbing unfriendly 
speech,may suggest that the suppliant felt himself guilty of 
such conduct. But there is no confession of such fault. Once we 
find this couplet:-
My deed will I declare,rny deed which can not be declared: 
MY words will I repeat,rr~ words which cannot be repeated. 3 
At first glance this lang~age may seem to arise out of a heart 
which sees ~ts sins so heinous that it v.rill not utter them. But 
such a confession would be unique in all this literature of peni-
tence. It is rab\er but another way of saying what is said over 
and over again, 
The sin which I have committed,! know not.4 
In a fine prayer to Ishtar,the penitent asks, 
Wnat have I done,O my god and my goddess? (hath befallen me? 5 
Is it because I fearecl not my god and my goddess that trouble 
l. Zimmern Buss p. 62,lines 33,35. 
2. ib.p.35. 
3. ib. p .86. 
4. King Sev Tab p.233. 
5. ib.227. 
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Here the penitent suggests to hims elf that he may not have .served 
Ishtar as reverently as he should. The language does not assure 
us that he was conscious of f a iling in some well-known particular 
of religious devotion to his goddess but tha t he may have come 
short of that zeal which would s e cure her favor. Another line in 
the same hymn suggests a f ault which was patent t o these e a rly 
worshippers . 
uThou lookest with mercy upon the violent manH. 1 
Wi thout doubt vi olent conduct \vas a clearly recognized f ault 
and one which ca lled down upon itself the chastisement of the 
gods . But again the penitent does no t confes s such conduct in 
himself and we mi ss the healthy admission of i•rrong-doing by a 
penitent soul. The nea re s t to a distinctly ethical prayer is a 
couplet in a hymn to Marduk . 2 
Put truth in my mouth; 
Let good thoughts be in my heart. 
This is a fragment of a prayer in an incantation ritual. These 
lines occur in the midst of other petitions of the u sual ethicless 
order. One fe els, de spit e t he beauty of the petitions, t ha t they 
are on the same plane as the petition for an undis t urbing dream 
found in one of t he Penitentia l Psalms'. 
The O.ream which I see,may it be favorable; 
The dream wh ich I see,may it not dece i ve.3 
1 . King Sev Tab 227 . 
2 . King Magic No 9 . 
3. Zimmern Buss 1) .101. 
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It is quite possible for the thoughts of the day as well a s the 
vaga ries of t he ni ght to bring discomfort. The Babylonian wished, 
above ~ll,nothing to disturb the smooth routine of life. 
These are the s pecifications of the sins commit t ed. Meagre 
they a re and for the most part if not altogether quite unethical. 
It may be indeed since many of these prayers were used in public 
that the Babylonian mind did not care to discover to the world 
its individual sins. The :fulness of the ritual in which the guilt 
was confes sed may have seemed sufficient. But fort he incantation 
rituals in which for the most part the audience was limited to 
the priest and the suppliant or the one who r~presented him,there 
was no reason why confession of individual faults should not 
appear. Unless more literature remains undiscovered which will 
change the tone of the material we must conclude that the sense 
of sin was not so keen that it was felt necessary to set in order 
the individual mi sdeeds . 
The r esult of any thorough survey of the religious literature 
of' Babylonia and Assyria must show that the sense of guilt was 
absent from their feeling of penitence. There is no evidence of 
sorrow for sin as a moral blight upon man and an off ense against 
an ethical de ity. Sin was that unfortunate act of man or that 
OQjects 
of 
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state of life which incurred the wrath of the gods. It had nothing 
to do with man's relation.to a divine moral law. Sin was not only 
something which man might do= it also was something which might 
be thrust upon him like a disease. In the 11 Evil Spirits" series 
of incantations it is said of the se malevolent beings, 
Unto the side of the Wancierer have they dra1.m nigh; 
An evil disease on his body have they cast= 
An evil pla~1e has set t led on his body. 
An evil venom on his body have they cast; 
An evil curse hath settled on his body. 
Evil and sin on his body !have they cast; 
Venom and wickednes s have set t led on him. 1 
Consequently the painful confession of sin is a mournful statement 
of misfortune. The tears,the fasting,the moaning,and the re-
iterate 6. prayer are for the misfortune and not for any misde ed 
which presses upon the soul. 
What a r e the blessings for which appeal is made? It is for 
petition. the alleviation of the distress mental and physical caused by 
some misfortune. 
0 mistress in the an@lish of my heart,have I crie d unto thee, 
Declare forg i vene ss= to thy servant grant respite.2 
In the s&~e prayer to Ishtar the penitent beseeches=-
0 my mistress establish for me a place ·of rest, 
Absolve rr~ sins,lift up my face . 3 
The language of these prayers to ears familiar with a litany into 
1. Thompson D~vils p.5f 
2. ABL 435. 
3. ib 434. 
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which rel igion has read high ethical notions of life,is misleading. 
We realize by this time how dear to the heart of the Babylonian 
penitent was material prosperity. When life flowed smoothly,the 
he a rts of his go ds were at rest and their 'livers were pacified'. 
This seems to have been the extent of the human l onging. This 
desideratum of fri endship and goodwill is expressed in many ways. 
The penitent asks that his god may 11 announce a gracious nameu 
and make for his servant 'plea sant paths'. 'Clea r up my confusion; 
' brighten up my trouhle', 'let my dre ams be favorable'~ 'may pe a ce 
be my portion', 'free me from my bewitchment',are othe r forms by 
which prayer ascended to .the lords on high. Long life is espec-
ially des irable. One of the royal sovereigns besee ches Belit 
for t his boon. 
On me,Assurbanipal~the worshippe r of thy great godhead, 
A life of long day's and wholenes s of heart bestow, 
. 1 
And going to and fro in E-barbar,may my feet grow old. 
At other times the petition· was for triumph over one's enemies. 
·.My mighty foes may I trample like the ground 
And those who are wroth with me~mayest thou force into 
submission and crush beneath my feet . 2 
In this same prayer the penitent whose own god and goddess are 
angry with him has turned to Ishtar for bles s ing and relief ~ He 
tells her that the face of his god is turned elsewhere and be-
see ches her to command his special dei ty to deal kindly "111-' i th him. 
1. RP2 IV 94 . 
2. King Sev Tab 235. 
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Say the word that at thy corr~and my angry god may have mercy. 
And that my godaess who is wroth wi tb me may turn aga j_n.l 
Life,health,and prosperity,triumph over one's enemies,freedom 
from evil spells and da ngerous taboos,an~ as the ground of all 
these,a friendly relation between himself qnd the gods,are the 
objects of the Babylonian's prayer. 
Surnrr1ary. In one of the 'penitential psa lms' there is an interesting 
Concept-
ion of suggestion of the method by which the fault so disp.leasing to the 
sin. 
god is removed. 
May the seven winds carry away my sigh·s, 
May I strip off my wickedness,may the birds carry it to 
the he 8.vens. 
May the fish carry off ~v misery,the river bear it away. 
May the beasts of the field take it from me, 
May the runn ing waters of the river wash me clean. 2 
Behind whatever imagery may be intended here,there r smains the 
conception that wrong-doing is some physical thing from which man 
can be separated . Sin was physical uncleannes s . It made one 
abhorrent to the gods: they took off ense at it. It called down 
their wrath. It was this feeling which prompted the oft-reiterated 
prayer, 
uMay the wrath of the heart of my god be pacified u. 
Affliction was the mark of the <iivine displeasure . Transgression 
was the exc i ten1ent of the anger of t he gods. Because there '.r- as 
no revealed norm of conduct this wrath could not be avoided by 
l. King Sev Tab 235. 
2. ABL 444. 
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conformity to law. There was no ethical cont ent in sin or trans-
gression because there was no law to be disobeyed. 
By sin there f ore was meant no more than the recogn i tion that 
man by some overt or secret conduct had aroused the displeasure 
o:f his heavenly mas t ers . I n confess ing t ha t he had thrown a 
shadow acrpss the path of his go d,he hoped by humi l iation and 
reiterated and :fervent prayer to turn again towards himself his 
deity's goodwill . It is quite pos s ible that the language at times 
burst through this restricted materi a l s ens e and that there were 
some initial ye a rnings after a spiritual communion with their gods. 
There are occasional ascriptions of qualities t o the gods whi ch 
the devotee might reasonably long to approach. But -if the g lory of 
a spir i tual and moral unity with their gods ever li.ghted up tbe 
i nner chambers of t heir lives,the Holy Grail of such communion 
wa s seen a t most by a few prophetic souls an d the 11 sea rch wa s not 
for them 11 • 
' 
Pr.ayer. 
I 
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METHODS OF RECONCILIATION. 
Men could not rest in the sense of the deity's alienation from 
them. Human li:fe was too closely depend.ent upon the activity of' 
the gods :for man to be indi:f:ferent toward their attitude towards 
hirdself. Affliction not only aroused the consciousness of' fault 
in man -but also incited him to measures of' reconciliation. This 
reconciliation had a double aspect. It was not only necessary 
for man to amend his ways in order to be well-pleasing to his 
deity,hut also the god was to be reconcileci to man even when no 
change of' human conduct is implieci . This is the meaning of' the 
prayer which bese eches Nabu or Is l1tar or Harduk to i..ntercede with 
a local deity in behalf' of' his worshipper. That reconciliation 
as a change of' attitude or conduct belongs almost ex clusively to 
the de ity is one of' the significant :features of' the Babylonian 
penitential literature. But whichever aspect of reconciliation 
a ppears more prominently the penitent as we have seen betakes 
himself' to pr~yer. He cannot be indi:f:ferent in his attitude toward 
the godwho looks upon him in anger. Relief' can come only as the 
afflicted Vlrorshipper by humble petition is able to move his deity 
to mercy. On the other hand the 1Jirorshipper does not consider his 
mere prayer for reconciliation to be entirely efficacious. He 
Sacri-
fice. 
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must make some eff ort to correct the f ault in himself which has 
angered his god. I gnorance of the off ens i ve element in his life 
or eagerness to make amends takes the shape of s acrifice. · The · 
prayer is embodied in the offering and the deed is recognized as 
the more es sent im of t he t wo. 
It is difficult to determine the precise significance of 
sacrifice among t he Babylonians. Whether the discordant elements 
which present t hemseives are due to a mixture of racial elements, 
or whether the Semit ic life in this seat of civilization never 
felt ·the need to work out a systematic sacrificial t heory, we do 
not know. The life of the people is already complex in the oldest 
inscriptions a nd the temple service is fully orgF.l,nized in all the 
relig ious literature . . 1Nhat may have been their primitive concept-
ions of sacrifice can not be directly known from the life of the 
people themselves. That sacrifices were offered as a mean s of 
reconciliation and atonement is withaut question. 
Sacrifice was a function of the priest hood with pre cise 
r egulations as to the manner of its off ering. Th e off erings were 
animal and v ege table. Among anima l sacrifices are mentioned oxen, 
she ep,goats,fish,eagles,cranes,and gazelles. Dates, milk,cream, 
butter,honey,garl i c,corn,herbs.oil,spices ,and incense constituted 
the usua~ list of non-animal offerings.As v otive off erings and 
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ppecial gifts,gold,alabast er,and lapislazuli were offere d to the 
gods. 
These offerings pos seseed atoning va lue but just what 
constituted the efficient hat ure of the atonement is not clear. 
Atonement may be vi ewed as the creation of a life-bond between a 
deity and. his 'IJirorshippers through the participation c:f a common 
meal,or a as a pacification of the anger of the de ity by means of 
gifts. 1 Whether the Babyloni~ns viewed t heir sacrifices in the 
more pr imitive sense of a sacred meal,or merely as g ift s,is not 
possible to say. Herodotus relat es that there were t ables of 
2 
gold in the temples of Bel, and. it is assumed that upon these 
tables was set the god's share of the meal. But Hercdotus,at best, _ 
' t 
in Babylonian affairs is not trustworthy,and his account of thes 
tables consists in the mere mention of them. It may well be that 
the large number of sacrifices which were offered at the temples, 
since they supplied the needs of the temple servitors,were in some 
sens e viewed as the god's share of the sacrifice. But any do gmatic 
inference is unwarr anted. The matter is more clear with reference 
to gi fts. Here the general principle prevailed that ~ gift is 
well-pleasing to the aeity and pacifies his anger. This principle 
. 
is illustrated in David's a ppeal for the friendship of Saul: ~If 
the Lord have stirred thee up against me,let him ac cept an 
1. For the whole theory of sacrifice,see W.R .Smith's "Religion 
of The Semites" . 
2. I 181,183. 
Incan-
tation. 
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. ul 
offen_ng . In this view of atonement the effi cacy of the s a cri-
fice increases with its cost. It is this latter view of sacrifice 
with its more or less uncertain i mp lica tions of the primitive 
concept i. on of the renewal of a life-bond which operates in the 
actual ritual of Assyria and Babylonia . 
Both sacrifi ce and prayer have points of contact wi th the 
i ncantation :tituals. Many of the ills of life v"ere attributed to 
the irrm1edia te agency of demons act. ing unde r the command of t he 
gods. For those case s in which demoniac agency was f elt to be 
most pronounced. rel i.ef was secured by way of incantat ;_on . An 
incanta tion consisted essentially in the recitation of a f ormula 
and the offering of a sacr ifice. Therefore an incantation is a 
ceremony into which both prayer and s ac r ifice enter. But t he se 
take on new potency in thei r ceremonial setting. Since the 
efficacy of an incantation depends upon its correct recital,prayer 
and sacrifice come to have a compell ing power which inhe.res in 
the scrupulous at tention to t heir correct ut t erance and perforn1ance. 
It was only as the necessary f:<, ifts were laid upon the altar and 
the censer lighted in accordance wi tha prescribed ri t ual,and t h e 
pres cribed prayers uttered,that the incantation could t ake effect. 
The artificial char11cter which prayer assumed in the incantation 
ritual is seen from the frequent ceremoni al direct ion for its 
1. I Sa 26:19. 
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repetit i on. In a prayer to Ninib the fol l owing lines are f' on nd:-
I have offered thee tarinnum, a plea.san t odor; 
I have poured out f or thee mead,a drink of corn. 
'i.'ruly pity me and hea rken to my cries, 
Thou art pitiful:truly pi t y me. 
Take away my sin, nty in iqui t y r emove . 1 
The worshippe r,however,does not depend wholly upon the sacrifice 
or u pon the fervency of his prayer. For in line 10 of this srune 
t a blet is "found the direction to re p e a t this incant.::'. t ion-prayer. 2 
The efficacy lies more in the s aying of the words th!:l.n in the 
petition they bear. Prayer is here a performance rather than a 
presentation of one's petition before God. 
Penitence It seems clear that when the Babylonian sought relief from 
and 
Ritual. sin,he had recourse to the te1Hple,the priest,and the ritual. The 
prayer of for g iveness did not aris e from the individual unmediated 
hy priest and a l tar. It was in the cult that he found the path to 
peace . The Assyrians had a list of prR.yers entitled "Penitential 
Psalrus 11 which at f i rst g lance seem to have freed themselves from 
the ritual~ If this collection of prayers is s et in contra st 
with the grosser inca ntation texts,they do show a free dom from the 
sti f ling exorcization ti tual. They ev i dence an attempt on the 
part of the re f lective Babylonian mind to free its conception of 
religion from its elements of superstition. But these psa lms show 
1 . King Magic p. l9. 
2. ib. p.l6 . 
3. cf. Ziruhern Buss.p.lf. 
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their aff inity with the ritual of incantation both in their form 
and content. The form of both classes is a responsive or divided 
ritual. The suppliant not only presents his requests, but the 
prie st reinforces them with his own intercessory plea. l. 
'Sighing or mercy?' how long shall he say unto the? 
Behold his painft1l sut,fering . 
..h~ay thy heart be at reat and grant him mercy~ 
Take his hand and ~argive his sin.2 
This prayer of inte rcession is offered by the priest in behalf 
of a sufferer sick with erysipelas. This 'pentitential psalm' 
begins with an intercession of sixteen lines by the priest. Then 
foll ows a short, hun1ble confession of sin from the sick penitent. 
' The priest again takes up the prayer and in diversified petitions 
requests the divine favor and f orgiveness. The reverse of the 
tablet likewise begins with the priest's petition.The tablet is 
broken off after a few lines and leaves us in doubt as to the 
frequency with which t he burden of prayer is shifted between 
. 3 priest and penltent. This suffices to show the essentially 
ritualistic character of that group of prayers knm'l.rn as 1'Peni tent-
ial Psalms 11 ,and to evidence their kinship in form to the gre :=tt er 
body of the incantation texts. 4 
Another mark of the ha zy character of the boundary lines of 
the penitential literature is given in the contents of the hymns 
l. cf Zim:rr,ern Buss . p.2f,79f. 
2. ABL 442. 
3. Z imwern Buss P. 87-91. 
4. cf King lv1agic XIII. 
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and pray ers qnd incantations. The two fol lowing quotil.tions are 
from that group of exorcization hymns c e. lled by the Assyrians 11 The 
Prayers of the Lifting of The Hand 11 • 
Lo ok upon me,O my l ady,and accept my supplication, 
Truly pity me and hearken t o my pr8.yer. 
How long shall my bodv lamen t,wl1ich is full of restlessness 
and confusion? 
How long shall my hea rt be affl icted whi ch is full of so rrow 
anci sighing? 
:D..i.s so lve my sin,my iniquity,my transgression,and my offen se . 
Fon s i v e my transgession, F.L cc ept my supplicati on. 
i3 ecure my deliverance and let me be loved and ca r e fully 
tended.1 
A sick man pray../8 to Mar ci tlk:-
Like a seal may my sins be t orn awRy; 
May the evil~the unfortunate cursa never draw nigh; 
May the plants that are set before thee,loosen my sin. 
l~ay there never approach the wrath or the a nger oft he god 
With fu isery ,disgrace,and sin - -----
Like the heart of Heaven,may I be bright; 
May the pov:rer of my s i n be de s t royed . 2 
Let these petitions which are f ound in connection with the 
incantat ion ritual be compared with those prayers of penit ence 
known as Penitential Psa lms and which are supposeci to have freed 
themselves from the grosser setting of the ritual. 
I, thy servant, :full of sighs, cry unto thee; 
Thou ac cept est the fervent prayer of him who is -burdened 
with sin; 
Thou lookest upon a man and that man lives. 
0 potentate of the world,mistress of mankind, 
Mercif'ul one to whom it is go od to turn,who acc epteth 
suppl ication.3 ' -
1. King Sev Tab pp.229 ,233 . 
2. K ing Magi c p: 62: 
3. ABL 433 . 
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Here in both classes of texts we have the same moaning p e nitent~ 
the s ame burden of sin.the s ame oppre s sive aff liction,and the 
s ame reiterated cry. These illustrations could be multiplied over 
ana over_ again to show that in ethical content t here is no 
essenti'll differe ~1ce betwe en those hymns of penitence whi ch have 
carne ciown to us apart from the ritual of exorcization,and those 
which are a part ofthe incantatation texts. This similarity 
runs through three particul<e,rs:viz,The wretched state of the 
petitioner consisting of mental and some physical dis tress; the 
conception that the misfortune expresses the wrath of the god; 
and the appeal for the divine mercy through a ritual. A consider-
ation of these co1rm1on elewents leads irre sistibl~r to the conclusion 
that all the penitential psalms were connected with ritua ls of 
- sacrifice and incantation . There is little doubt that all the 
prayers which arose from burdened lives were uttered in connection 
with a culi. Temple,priest,sacrifice,and incantation were the 
modes of expression which were open to the petitions of 
afflicted souls. The penitent gained an audience with his deity 
through a ritual. 
Contin-
ued and 
RESULTS O:E' CONTD:CUED DI SRA.xCMONY 
Since misfortune marked. the interruption of the harmon ious -
relation of man and deity,continued disasters were the sole 
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increased result of a delayed reconciliation. The longer t l1 e reconciliation 
misfort-
une. was postponed the more dee p-seated the anger of the god became 
and the affliction grew more grievous to bear. The fol l owing 
lines indicate such a situation. 
Sickness,diseE>,se,ruin,and destruction are come upon me; 
Troubles,turning away of countenance,and fulness of a nger 
are my lot, 
And the indignation and the wrath of all go ds anC men. 
I have beheld,O my lady,days of a f :fl t ction,months of sorrow, 
yea rs of misfortune. 
I have behelci, 0 my lady, slaught er, turmoil, and rebellion. 
Death and misery have made an end of me. 
My need is grievous,grievous is .my a f f lict ion; 
Over my house,my gate, ana. my fields is affliction poureci 
fort h. 
As for rrry god,h i s face is turned elsewhere; 
1 l .:Iy st r ength is brought to naught, my power is brok en. 
This suppliant has bo r ne his affliction for a long period and his 
misfortunes have increased upon him till his strength is almost 
gone. When his sickness f irst appeare d no doubt his prayer was 
addressed to his local deities . But his petion to them was denied. 
Added to hi s di sease which steadily grew worse,were the misfortunes 
of war. It may have ·been a wa r to which t he d ev a station of his 
own house and fields was due,or it may have be en a drought or 
1. King Sev 'Yab 233. 
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or fruuine or pestilence which destroyed his pro·pe rty. He fe e ls that 
he is brought ne~r the g rave. His strength is almost g one. He 
has not be en a ble through all the months of his incre a sing ru i n 
to fi nd the oc cas ion of his terrible misfortunes. 
Is it because I fe a re d not my . g o d or my god.des s that 
trouble hath befallen me?,l 
he questions the goddess Ishta r an ~ pleads with her,if her anger 
is t he source of his pain and woe,that she n~y be appease c. His 
troubles have so incr,c asea. in duration and. num-ber that he supposes 
himself to have incurred. the anger of all the gods. The countenance 
of the whole host of heaven is turned away. If Ishtar does not 
speedily look upon him in mercy,he will be compelled to go down 
to the grave. 
Multi- ]from this typical prayer we see that the results in th i s 
plied 
misfort- life of delayed reconcil i ation was prolonged and. multiplied 
une. 
misfortu:1es. The unfortunate man whose angered g od would not be 
pacified suff ereci the loss of health through wr>.sting disease. His 
property was alienate d f rom him through plague and drought and 
f'ru1dne. His hous e and f am ily,himself and his possessi cns were at 
the mercy of the divine a nger. Unle ss the wrath of the f .Ods. aroused 
by h uman conC.uct,'lr.ras spee dily a p pe a sed, these were speedily swept 
avmy. In another field of Semitic life there is a splendid -picture 
1. King Sev Tab 233. 
Prema-
ture 
death. 
of the securi t y of t he man who i s in favor with Go d . 
He will deliver thee in s i x troubles ; 
Yea ,in seven there s ha ll no evil trouhl e the e. 
In f ami ne he will rede em the e from dea th, 
And i n war :f'rom the power of the ·sword. 
At destruction and dearth t hou s halt laugh; 
ne ither shalt t hou be afrai d of the beasts of t he field. 
And thou shalt know t ha t thy tent is in pea ce; 
And thou shalt v i sit thy fold and miss no t hing. 
Thou sha lt know also tha t t hy seed sha l l be great, 
And thy offspring as the grass of the earth. 
Thou sha lt come to the gl-ave in a full age 
' 1 Like as a shock of gr a i n co~eth in its sea son. 
The Temanite's doct r i ne of divine prov i drence,though di s a llowed 
by Job~ wa s universally the ea r ly Semi t ic belie f. Misfortune 
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dogged the footst eps of t he man who had offended hi s god . Fa ilure 
t o eff ect a reconciliation wa s evi denced i n multiplie d burdens. 
At las t when human mi sery had exhausted the limi ts of human 
en 6.uranc e,the unfortunate object of he av en's wr a th d i sappea red into 
the night of the nethe~rorld . 
In Baby lonian thought death in itself was not a consequent 
of human sin. It was a mere fact full of dreaa. an ci ha rd t o bear 
an <i the cmrwton lot of men. Per-Napishtim tells Gi lgame sh, 
As long as hous es are bu i lt,as long as t abfet s · are sealed, 
As long as the river carries the waters to the sea, 
So long no man can tell when death sh"l.ll c ome . 2 
If a man was suc cess ful in pacifying his god,he succeeded in coming 
1. Job 5:19-26. 
2. cf ABL 349 . 
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to the grave in a :full age. But sudden death or premature death, 
especially by disease,was directly due to an unp l acated god. In 
the Gilgamesh Epic the death of Eabani and the wasting disease o:f 
Gilgamesh while both are in the strength of manhood,are directly 
due to their hav ing incurred the :furious wrath of Ish tar. She has 
laid a loathsome di sease upon Gilgamesh because he has refused her 
love,and caused Eabani to be wounded unto death because he thwarted 
her revenge in slaying the heaven-bull. Elihu's theology prevailed 
also in the Tigr is-Euphrates Valley. In his argument against .Job 
he ex-pres s es the e r>_.rly Semi tic view of sudden or early de.ath. 
He breaketh in pieces mighty men in ways past finding out. 
And overturneth them in the night,so that they are destroyed. 
He rebuketh them as wicked men 
In the open sight of ·otners; 
Because they turned aside from following him, 
l And would not have regard to any of his ways. 
This is the implication of these lines in a prayer to Ninib:-
Thou holdest the hands of the weak, thou exalt est him that . 
is not strong. 
The body of the man that to the Lower World has been brought 
do\~ thou dost restore. 
From. him who sin possesses,the sin thou dost remove. 2 
In this case the forgiveness of sin and the restoration to divine 
favor brings back to health the man who stood in weakness at the 
gates of the lower world before his time. If Ninib listens to 
this prayer,the grave may not claim him till in age itself his 
1. .Job 34:24-2'7. 
2. King Jl;Iag ic p.l9. 
Retri·._ · 
but ion 
after 
dea th. 
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natural strength n c longer abides. As surbanipal prayed to Beltis, 
A life of long days and wholenes s of heart bestow; 1 Anci,going to anci fro in E-barbar.may my feet grow old. 
This was the desire of every Babylonian and premature death was 
considered on every hand the expression of a he avenly wrath which 
would not be appeased. Death in early life before man felt the 
hopelessness of age,was ever the outcome on his part of f ai lure 
to avoid arousing the wrath of his deity and inability to pacif'y 
the wrath which was di rected towards him. An early grave ~as 
the culminating disaster of human misfortune ano_ the clearest 
expression of the unappeas ed wrath of an angry god. 
Did the anger of the gods pursue men after the grave received 
them? There is a distinction made in the general unhappine s s of 
the undenvorld. This general gloom is dark enough . The privileges 
and h onors · which created classes among the living no longer opera.te 
in the general misery which has come to all. 
There live those who had worn crowns,who in days of old 
bad r uled countries; 
To whom Anu anci Belit had g iven roasted meat to eat. 
Now,cold meals a re prepare d,and water from leathern bottles 
is poured out for them.2 
So Eabani,in the Gilgamesh Epic describes to his friend the 
wretchedness of those who had been rulers of men. In this House 
of Darkness he affirms that dust and clay are the food of men. 
1. RP2 IV 94 . 
2. ABL 368. 
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Their clothing is feathe red r a iment l i ke a b i rd's. Their one 
occupation is to sit in t he da rkness. This is the general picture 
of t he gloom of t he world ruled by Allatu and. Nergal. 
But in this misery there is distinction . Men are happ ier 
even here if they have be en buried wi th pro per ceremony ~ But the 
l ot of t he m.an who has be en deprived of burial rites suff ers the 
ext remes of m.isery . The man who has been properly buried, 
Res t s on a soft couch and drinks pure water. 
His f ather an d mother sup-port his heaci ,and his wife kne els 
at his side . 
Yea,the spirit of such a man is at rest. 1 
But the man whos e body remains unburi ed,on a battlefield or 
I 
suffers destruct i on by wild beasts,there is no peace nor quiet in 
the Unde rworld . 
The man whose spirit has no one who cares for it, 
Consumes the dregs of the bowl,the broken remnants of the 
food that are cast into the street.2 
There is no couch,no pure water,no assembled ~amily,and no rest 
for the one whose body has not been buried with proper ceremony. 
From this it may be inferre c that in improper burial or 
through a death which rendered burial impossible,the gods were 
expressing an anger which was not satisfied in the premature 
death of man. Wedd not f ind it anywhere express ly declared that 
human faults incurred a su f fering after death. The only at t empt 
1. ABL 366. 
2. i b 367. 
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at extension of' retribution is this consequent o:f . failure to ob-
tain a grave. If Babylonian speculation felt the need of extending 
the results of a conduct which displeased the gods, it did not 
succeed in satisfying directly its desideratum. Priestly thought 
found no way of directly aff licting the a isembodied spirits of 
men. This failure of religious speculation evidences anew the 
ethical linti tat ions of religious thought. If religion haci been 
ethicized,the origin of sin would have been viewed as a disposition 
of the s cul of man. This nature would abide after death, and since 
the spirit of man was the source of his evil ways,an unchanged 
spiritual nature would still carry with it into another world the 
need of divine retribution. Failure to ethicize religion made a 
Heaven and a Hell impossible. It left only a changeless universal 
misery into which the divine wrath did not follow the objects of 
its displeasure. 
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CONCLUSION 
From this survey of the religious literature of Babylonia and 
Prayer As syria. some certain conclusions can be drawn as to the character 
fettered 
by of the religion which mouldeci their lives. We have . seen that the 
ritual. 
conceptions of sin ano penitence never burst the bonds of the 
ri t ual. Prayer as an efficient mode of reconciliation never freed 
itself from incantation and sacrifice. It had in it the elements 
of true repentance and ethical pleading,but in the very moments 
such a content arises it is stifled by an appeal to s acri f ice or 
the precise reiteration of the incantat ion. Sacrifice,incantntion, 
and sympathetic magic,in the prayers of Babylonia,have ass1uned 
the province of true prayer and thrust their nature into the 
language which bursts from the penitent's sorrow-laden heart. It 
cannot be said that sorrow for sin and a sense of guilt ever 
appear as the recognition of a divine moral law which has been 
transgressed or an ethical being among the gods whos e moral nature 
has been displeased. The moral ideal never appeared in any deity 
of Babylonia,which appealed to man with an oughtness to re a lize 
such a character in himself. The penitential literature had in it 
the possibilities of an ethical advance,but it was ever fettered 
by the press of the ritual upon it. 
The religion which found expre s s ion in the hymns and prayers of 
ancient Chaldea was never moralized. They never found their way 
to reduce their conceptions of their relations to the gods to 
Religion a moral system. Their deities had no ethical nature and did not 
not 
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ethical. live an ethical life. The dwel l ers on the earth visioned no holy 
ide :=;. l of character which shone its excellence upon them and 
revealed their own impurity. They had no Isaianic v i sion. Ethical 
holiness never burst forth from a ritual of Clean and Unclean. 
There may well have been the beginnings of insight into the 
possibility of an ethical relati on betwe en man and Uod,but the 
vision was not clear enotigh to remain an abiding ideal. The 
penit ent,in the midst of his pain and tears anci humiliation,felt 
no certainty that he would be forgiven. Th~re was no consistent 
moralized divine being whose nature expressed the holy ideals 
of an abiding religion . The Babylonians bad no deity with whom 
they longed to he in ethical unity . They saw no such deity anci 
never dreruned that such a relation was possible or to be desired. 
We cannot attempt to forecast the posEibilities of develop-
ment in the beliefs of this ancient Semitic world. That there 
was development we are sure,and that the tendency was toward an 
ethical religious system we may well believe. The lan~1age of the 
· ' 
?? 
prayers and hymns which have been quoted so frequen t ly,marks the 
limi t ati vns of the penitent's horizon yet it shows t he way in 
- which his vision of an ethical religion might have burst its 
forms with ever increasing spiritual meaning and li f e. The aim 
has be en to set forth the actual religion which obtained in its 
preva iling phases throughout t he .centurie s when a Semitic people 
built their temples and lifted up their prayers in their 
earliest seat of civilized life. The result obtained silences 
the supposition that the relig ion of the Babylonians W8 S either, 
on :~ t he one hand, a ""il\\&..la ana lofty ciiv i ne revelation, or on the other 
hand,a splendid and abiding ethical achievement of man. 
